Now more than ever, issuers’ aggregated debt data is essential for investors.

THE RISING NEED FOR TRANSPARENCY ON DEBT DISTRIBUTION
For fixed income professionals, credit research analysis is an essential part of both the investment process and portfolio management. Credit research desks need truly reliable information to gauge the likelihood of repayment, and they need it delivered in a timely way. Furthermore, regulatory regimes — including Sections 13(d) of the Exchange Act as well as Regulation 13D Beneficial Ownership Reporting — have mandated that market players report large ownership in debt outstanding. Compliance professionals need a product that helps keep them ahead of the regulations that can slow their firms.

CAPITAL STRUCTURE PRODUCT – DEBT DISTRIBUTION INSIGHTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM — NOW
Bloomberg’s Capital Structure product provides key insights into a borrower’s debt distribution according to seniority and maturity — with data delivered in a convenient, timely, end-of-day file. Credit research and risk management teams can gain better understanding of the debt composition — the type of instrument and maturity — for issuers in their portfolio. You can access aggregated debt data on an issuer level with one of the most comprehensive fixed income databases in the market. If you work with risk, you can gain deeper understanding of where your debt investment sits within the issuer’s capital structure using CAST data. Meanwhile, analysts can leverage the same data to go deep on capital structure, to better gauge fair pricing for debt instruments — and access balance sheet key debt and cash flow ratios to assess the strength of counterparties’ balance sheets.

Whether it’s the compliance team or the credit research desk, our Capital Structure tools deliver the data you need to manage risk, invest wisely and stay compliant.

Bloomberg is the main third-party provider of debt distribution data currently in market. In house solutions are inefficient, time-consuming and often inadequate. Our data is clean and reliable, and our access to the fixed income markets is unmatched.

KEY FEATURES
- Data for over 65,000 debt issuers — so you get a comprehensive grasp on the markets
- Debt distribution fields provide a quick snapshot into an issuer’s debt outstanding broken down by the type of debt (bonds versus loans) and other relevant details such as the average maturity of the debt
- Capital Structure (CAST) fields provide debt data aggregated by seniority for issuers included in the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Index and the Bloomberg Barclays Global High Yield Index
- Balance sheet key debt and cash flow ratios for insight into the main financial ratios used as part of the credit research process — fast
BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE

To succeed today, financial institutions must respond to challenges that are not addressed by traditional approaches. They require world-class solutions that integrate people, processes, information and technology for the front office, middle office and operations. Bloomberg partners with these institutions to protect and capitalize on data, manage risk, deliver transparency and control costs. Through enterprise-level expertise and three decades of deep industry experience, Bloomberg creates real value through the use of innovative technology that turns data into a strategic asset and optimizes workflows and operations.

DDIS GRAPH

This graph shows a company’s debt distribution according to maturity.

The Y-axis shows the amount of debt in millions (local currency)

The X-axis shows the debt expiration date

CAPITAL STRUCTURE GRAPH

This graph shows a company’s debt distribution according to seniority.

The Y-axis shows the type of debt outstanding grouped by seniority.

The X-axis shows the amount of debt in thousands (local currency)

TAKE THE NEXT STEP

To learn more about how our Capital Structure product can help you today, visit bloomberg.com/enterprise or reach us at eprise@bloomberg.net.